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IMPORTANT

PLEASE READ THIS MANUAL BEFORE USING YOUR
ELECTRIC BICYCLE
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THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING OUR BICYCLE.
IN ORDER TO GIVE YOU A LONG AND SAFE USAGE, PLEASE
READ THE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE USING.
PLEASE USE IN CONJUNCTION WITH ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
PROVIDED IN THIS CARTON.

SAFTEY CHECK BEFORE RIDING YOUR BICYCLE
1. CHECK AND TIGHTEN ALL NUTS, BOLTS, STRAPS
AND FASTENERS
2. CHECK THAT BRAKES OPERATE CORRECTLY
3. CHECK TYRES FOR WEAR, DAMAGE AND CORRECT PRESSURES. PRESSURES ARE USUALY WRITTEN ON TYRE WALLS.
4. CHECK WHEELS FOR TRUENESS
5. CHECK LIGHTS FOR OPERATION AND ADJUSTMENT
6. CHECK AUDIBLE WARNING DEVICE BELL OR
HORN
7. CHECK HANDLE BARS AND SEAT, MAKING SURE
THEY ARE CORRECTLY ALIGNED AND CANNOT TWIST
OR TURN

ALWAYS WEAR AN APPROVED BICYCLE
HELMET AND OBEY THE ROAD RULES
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SPECIFICATIONS
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MOTOR

Geared brushless hub

BATTERY

lithium polymer

CHARGING TIME

3-4 HRS

250 WATT 36volt
CAPACITY

36volt 10ah

RECHARGE TIMES up to 1000

SPEED

22-26 kph

DISTANCE

40 to 60 km ***

WEIGHT

23.5 kg including battery

LOAD

110 kg
LINEAR

BRAKE FRT

LINEAR

BRAKE REAR

FRAME

7071 alloy

GEARS

7 speed Shimano

TYRES

26in x 1.75

WHEELS 26in double walled alloy

*** varies according to load (ie, weight, terrain and wind and amount of pedal assist)
Standard equipment includes mudguards, front and rear lights, and
alloy carrier rack
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Operation of Your Electric Bicycle

Turning Your Bicycle On
Before you can use the electric features of your bicycle, you
must turn the battery on. In order to do this, locate the buttons
on the battery pack, at the rear of the bicycle, and press the
power button as indicated by the red arrow.

The power indicators between the two buttons will light up
when the battery is on. While the battery is on, you may press
the button indicated by the brown arrow to turn the rear light
on.
Then, you can turn the bicycle itself on by locating the control
module on the handlebars and holding the centre button on
the control module down.
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Charging
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Using the Pedal Assist System
It is recommended that the battery be charged each day that
the bicycle has been used. Overnight is good. If the bicycle has
not been used for several weeks, top it up until the red light on
the charger turns green. We recommend not leaving it on
charge for more than 24hrs in case of power surges, lightning
strikes, etc.
When charging always plug the item into the battery first, then
into mains power before switching it on. When charging is completed, switch off at mains before unplugging the charger from
the battery. Warning lamp should show red when charging, and
green when fully charged.
Remember to switch off at mains, disconnect from wall socket
and only after that, disconnect from the battery.

While the bicycle is on, you may use to motor to assist you
while you pedal. When you pedal, the motor will kick in to assist you. You can adjust how powerful this assistance is using
the control module. For more information on how to use the
control module, see the next page over for full instructions.
Depicted below is a basic summary of the control module.

Store the charger in a cool, dry place.
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Adjusting the Headstem
If the wheel and the headstem become misaligned, you can readjust them. After you unlock adjustment, you can re-adjust
the headstem. Slide a hex key (aka Allen key) into the hole indicated by the large red arrow and use it to loosen the hex bolt
inside.
Then, you can adjust the headstem. Try to ensure that the handlebars are perpendicular to the wheel for the best effect.
Once the headstem has been adjusted, re-tighten the hex bolt
until the headstem is secure.

Note: If the handlebars are not firmly secured in place while
adjustment is locked, unlock adjustment and slightly tighten
the hex bolt indicated by the small orange arrow. Then, firmly
push the latch down until it locks and check to see if the handlebars are now secure. Only tighten the bolt in small increments, checking each time to see if the handlebars are secure.
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Adjustment of Headstem and Handlebars

Unlocking the Headstem and Handlebars
Before any adjustment may be made, the headstem and handlebars must be unlocked. This is done through the following
simple 3-step procedure:

1. Locate the release

2. Push and hold up

3. Pull release up

In summary, you must (1) locate the release latch, (2) use a
finger to push up the lock on the latch while you (3) pull the
latch up to release the adjustment.

Adjusting the Handlebars
Once you have unlocked adjustment of the handlebars, you may
adjust it.
The available adjustments are the
rotation of the handlebars at two
points, indicated by the coloured
arrows on the image to the right.
Try to find a position where you can
comfortably squeeze the brakes
while being supported by the handlebars.
To finalize any adjustments, just firmly push the latch down until it locks.
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